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KEEPING IT INSIDE

The AL6000 and AL6000HD are ideal for transporting your valuable mobility device inside your vehicle, protected from 
the harsh elements. This hybrid powerhouse features sliding aluminum rails for smooth performance and increased load 
capacity. And despite its compact stowed dimensions, the lift features a 36" vertical travel from the cargo area to the 
ground and is remote control operated.

In many cases, the AL6000 or AL6000HD can be installed on existing vehicle hardware (for the third-row seating).

Designed for high-capacity, intelligent installation, and wide-ranging loading distances, the AL6000 series is the premier 
choice for carrying a mobility device inside vans and SUVs.

THE ULTIMATE INSIDE PLATFORM LIFT

AL6000 SERIES



Harmar.com
800.833.0478

AL6000 SERIES
EASY ON, EASY OFF ACCESS

The AL6000HD was the perfect 
solution. Keeping my power chair 
protected from the elements 
during transport was very 
important to us. And the hold-
down arm makes it easy for us to 
use!
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AL6000 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LIFTING CAPACITY 350 lb

ACCOMMODATES
-
-

Power wheelchairs 
Scooters

INSTALLED WEIGHT 160 lb

PLATFORM SIZE
-
-

28.5" x 38"
28.5" x 45" (with 7" wheel 
cradle)

POWERED Fully powered
WARRANTY 3-year

INCLUDED - Remote
SECUREMENT - 4 cam buckles

AVAILABLE 
OPTIONS

-
-

-
-
-
-

Battery pack 
4 self-tensioning Q'Straint 
retractors 
Hold-down arm 
Puddle Lights 
Wheel cradle 
Wireless key fob

AL6000HD PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

LIFTING CAPACITY 400 lb

ACCOMMODATES
-
-

Power wheelchairs 
Scooters

INSTALLED WEIGHT 175 lb

PLATFORM SIZE
-
-

28.5"x 38"
28.5" x 45" (with 7" wheel 
cradle)

POWERED Fully powered
WARRANTY 3-year

INCLUDED
-
-

Puddle lights 
Remote

SECUREMENT - Hold-down arm

AVAILABLE 
OPTIONS

-
-
-

-
-

Battery pack 
4 cam buckles 
4 self-tensioning Q'Straint 
retractors 
Wheel cradle 
Wireless key fob

Stars-N-Stripes 
aluminum insert

PATENTS PENDING

Hold-down arm 
(optional on AL6000 
and standard on 
the AL6000HD)


